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平台的关系型数据库管理系统 Microsoft SQL Server2000 为软件平台，采用可视
化的面向对象的开发工具 Delphi7.0 进行系统程序设计。 



































    The rapid development of information technology has injected new vitality into 
militarymodernization. Informatization has become an inevitable trend of military 
modernization: The continuous completion of military 310 networks has laid the 
foundation for the informatization development such as military command automation 
and online office, etc.which will not only prepare for the successful battles in the 
future but also improve the internal working efficiency of the army. But the majority 
of grass-roots armies are still using the management mode based on text; even though 
informatization has been realized in some aspects at the grass-roots armies, there is no 
integrated information management system which combines personnel, equipment, 
training and evaluation together. Therefore, it has become an aspiration for the 
grass-roots management to realize the complete informatization. 
    This paper analyzes and researches the technical basis for the information 
management system development by adopting the structural analysis method to 
conduct a systematic analysis of information such as personnel management, 
equipment management and training planning, etc. This paper focus on the detailed 
research and analysis of grass-roots organization structure, management flow, users' 
demands, and then the paper presents the logic model of this system. Based on the 
systematic analysis, together with the relevant theories of database and also the actual 
situation of the grass-roots armies, this paper conducts the design of concept structure 
and logic structure of the system database and also makes use of the structural design 
method to undertake the system design and present the system physical model. This 
system selects the Windows-based database management system Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000 as the software platform and adopts the visualized, target-oriented 
development tool Delphi7.0 to conduct the system program design. 
    Based on the above mentioned technical focuses, the paper discusses how to 
make use of these technologies to construct an online exam system. This system has 
realized the manual and automatic exam paper generation methods which can avoid 















question types and can realize separate input according to knowledge points, question 
types, difficulty level, category. This system can conduct automatic marking of 
objective exams. In terms of evaluation marks analysis, this paper has also done a 
deep research. This system can realize the single exam item analysis and trend 
analysis. This paper has developed a grass-roots level information management 
system characterized by easy to operate, pragmatic, users friendly and good 
expandability. 
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